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Complete retesting is often prohibitively expensive
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Testers can use greedy (Rothermel et al. TSE 2001) and search-based (Li et al. TSE 2007) methods to reorder suites.
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QUESTION: Which prioritization technique is the best?
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Synthetically generating a test suite is automated, effective, and efficient.
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Generate Synthetic Test Suites

Synthetically generating a test suite is *automated*, *effective*, and *efficient*.
The **total number of tests** controls how many tests the suite will contain.
The **total number of requirements** governs how many requirements the test suite will cover.
The total number of coverage points controls how many unique test-requirement pairs the test suite will contain.
The balancing configuration dictates how the coverage points will be distributed in the synthetic test suite.
Our empirical results show that synthetic generation takes less than 0.2 seconds for extremely large test suites.
Generating Synthetic Test Suite

- Tests
- Requirements
- Coverage Points
- Balancing Approach

Synthetic Test Suite Generator

Synthetic Test Suite (Coverage Report)

Contains information concerning the requirements covered and the execution time of each test
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**ABSTRACT**

The increase in the complexity of modern software has led to the common practice of using synthetic test suites to verify the correctness of software. However, using this type of test suite to validate the correctness of software is not always efficient. In this paper, we present two types of synthetic test suite generation methods. We implemented a test suite generation method using search-based test suite generation and a greedy test suite generation method. We then compared the performance of the two methods using a set of real-world applications. The results show that the search-based test suite generation method is more efficient than the greedy test suite generation method.

**Categories and Subject Descriptions**

D.2.3 [Software Engineering]: Testing and Debugging  
General Terms: Experimentation, Performance

**Keywords:** search-based, greedy test suite generation

1. **INTRODUCTION**

Software developers often introduce defects during the implementation process. Regression testing methods establish a correspondence between defects and tests in order to detect defects within a program by running a collection of tests. Since regression testing can be very time-consuming, developers use search-based and greedy prioritization techniques to produce a test ordering that will reveal defects in the shortest time. In this paper, we present two types of synthetic test suite generation methods.

Suppose a test suite $D = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n\}$ covers the set of requirements $R = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_m\}$. Each test case $d_i \in D$ is associated with the set $R_i \subseteq R$. During the empirical study of search-based and greedy test suite generation, we observe that the search-based test suite generation method is more efficient than the greedy test suite generation method.
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**Figure 1: Execution Times - Fully Random**

and greedy test suite prioritizers, researchers often use the $T$ and $N(T)$ associated with real-world case study applications. Yet, this practice is difficult and time-consuming because of the need to tailor prototype test ordering tools for complex real-world programs. Furthermore, small case study applications may not be representative of all real-world programs. Thus, this paper describes two simple methods for generating synthetic test suites and demonstrates how they reveal fundamental trade-offs in test prioritization techniques. We used two parameters to create a synthetic test suite: requirement $X$ and coverage-point factor $F$. For a given test suite size, $N$, we control how many requirements are generated for $N \times F$. Here, such that $|T| = N \times |F|$. After setting the size of the test suite and requirement set, we use $F$ to determine the number of times the requirements are covered, denoted $C$, as a fraction of the total number of possible coverage points, so that $T = F \times |T| = |F|$. 
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